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You are doing a Harold and your storyline is about college life. You choose to be a 

foreign exchange student and afterwards a fellow player states that they feel like you 

were being racist since your character struggled  with simple things like boarding a bus 

and didn’t know how to shake hands. What do you do?                                                                                 

1

"I apologize for coming off that way. I was going for a lighthearted culture shock kind of 

thing. That Germanish-Dutchish accent was just to give an "anywhere but America" 

feel to the character. It was mostly instinct. I'm mostly German-Dutch myself, I mean 

c'mon, look at these feet - size 14. If I wear white shoes I look like a clown. And I have 

to take 35,000 IU of Vitamin D a week to keep from turning into an undead. I assure 

you, I could never make fun of or disparage anybody based on race, and again, I 

apologize for coming off that way. Thank you for the constructive criticism. If I may ask, 

how would you suggest handling characters like that in a more neutral way?"

2

I apologize to the student/player for the unintended racist portrayal and make a solemn 

vow to never portray something that I should not be portraying in the first place as I do 

not know firsthand what the experiences are for a foreign student as I myself am not a 

foreign student.

3
Apologize, ask where they feel I went wrong and make amends.

4

Apologize, and make it clear that I meant no offense. 

5

Assuming retroactively adjusting the presentation of the character is out of the 

question, an informative and insightful discussion with the player about stereotypes 

and how to address them should ensue.

6

Apologize and strive to not put yourself into a character like that again. 

7 You apologize and ask what could have been done to make that better.

8

I would apologize for portraying foreigners in that way. I would also let them know that I 

would be more careful next time about how I am playing my characters. 



9

Apologize and state that I didn't realize how stereotypical I was being in the moment. I 

would ask them how they would have gone about the scene and what I can do to make 

it better and less offensive. 

10

Well, it depends on how I played, and how they perceived my character choices, the 

character.  There's different ways that could be perceived, there's a difference between 

being a foreign exchange student who's in-general nervous about the entirely new 

world around them and is struggling to make sure they fit in, versus playing someone 

who's simply just dumb and struggles with life in general regardless of location.  Those 

two characters can be played very differently.  If my scene partner (and perhaps 

others) genuinely believe that I was playing more towards the dumb side, then that's an 

opportunity for me to improve on my acting and make my character choices more clear 

and concise so I am not limiting my acting repertoire while still being conscious of the 

thoughts and feelings of those around me.

11

Depends why they struggled. If they kept getting on the wrong bus number, its a little 

insulting to the characters intelligence. But if the character cant read the sign, it leaves 

the possibility of a rich conclusion where the character now can read signs. And 

perhaps the character didn't know how to shake hands, perhaps they went in for a hug 

or a kiss on the cheek- if the character is foreign and has a different understanding of 

norms and customs, it's understandable; but that the character does not adapt or 

reach resolution is questionable.  And we are told to play above our intelligence. So, 

what to do would be to think back to how the character went through their ordeals. 

12 apologizes, ex-plane why you made your dessions



Your partner and you are friends in the class, and have had conversations outside. In 

the middle of a scene about checking out groceries, their character starts hitting on you 

to the point of them touching you first on the shoulder, then grabbing you and kissing 

your neck. This may not make you uncomfortable if some people did it, but it does 

when this person does. You aren’t getting edited, so it is up to you to decide how to 

handle it... what do you do?  

I'd step back, look up to the ceiling and say loudly "Jim! Did you get a clear picture? 

Great!" Then I'd turn to my partner, pull out a gun and say "We've been after you a long 

time, Morganna. Down on the ground! NOW!" Then, when my partner is down, I'd say 

with a chuckle "Funny how frozen foods always were your Kryptonite - now you're 

going to the cooler for the next 48 years!" That should be a clear enough setup for an 

edit, but if nobody else does it, then I will edit the scene myself. Afterward, I'd just play 

it off, as I have a clear idea in my mind that what happens in scenes stays in scenes. 

People do make errors of judgment where they may believe they have more latitude 

than they do to cross certain boundaries, then when they are informed that something 

went too far they apologize and do not do it again. If they don't learn from their 

mistakes, then we have a problem, and that problem will be dealt with accordingly. 

It's our job as actors to explore the wide range of human emotions and provide a safe 

environment where we can trust our fellow actors to have our back and not judge us for 

what we do as we explore. But if someone violates that trust by judging someone 

negatively for the content of their imagination or taking advantage of someone's 

vulnerability or openness as described in this scenario, then we're going to have to 

have a very frank discussion and draw some clear lines.

I would never presume that there is anything more underlying someone's character 

actions or motivations than what is being explored in that scene. 

If it was uncomfortable for me in that scenario then I would not wait for an edit from 

one of my group members, but would instead self edit because my sense of safety and 

comfort come first and foremost. Afterwards I would have a serious conversation with 

this person about boundaries and issues around their behavior.

Make my 'No' very clear, with words, with actions, with body language. If they do not 

respond, then I would leave the scene. 

I would try to change the direction of the scene, and signal my partner that I'm 

uncomfortable, if that fails I would self edit.

One option is to straight up edit yourself out of that scene. Another way to tackle this 

scene without breaking character could be to shoot them down. Saying "no" to the idea 

isn't always accurate to what is best. Sometimes redirecting the scene is necessary.

Self edit. And have an aside conversation later with this person asking them not to do 

something like that again because it makes you uncomfortable. 

You self edit the scene and talk to the person later if it makes you uncomfortable. 

I would first try to say "stop doing that" in a way that keeps the scene going. If that 

doesn't work, I would break character, stop, look straight at them and tell them that it is 

making me uncomfortable and I would like them stop. If they continue, I would walk off 

stage with them and explain why I wasn't comfortable with it. 



Honestly for myself, I would just keep going with it for the good of the scene. I don't 

want to give the audience any sense of tension between my partner and I. After the 

show/scene, I would take the person aside and tell them that I wasn't comfortable and 

ask if they could try and avoid doing such things in the future. 

Usually I try to make a decision in the scene that fits with the character.  Something 

that would stop the physical action that doesn't jolt the scene to a grinding halt.  

Perhaps "save it until we get back to my place, baby" or "woah there, I'm saving myself 

for marriage." Both of those could be said while shrugging yourself away from them.  

And if all else fails I could just scream "NOTHING IN LIFE HAS PREPARED ME FOR 

THIS" and sprint offstage.  Or my personal favorite: "Sttoooppp!!! I'm really ticklish and 

have explosive diarrhea".

I'd hope that whatever new idea which transforms the scene would be taken. I can 

always walk out the scene- or like a bad date, pretend to be getting a call, "Its ted, my 

neighbor; apparently my cats stuck in a tree and the firefighters are on their way."  

What I might do might be different from what I would do; ingrained is an unpredictable 

verbal and physical reflex which can be honed with prior reflections. 

have the character turn down the advances.



You are in a (long form) group sweep edit. One of your fellow players has a character 

that is deaf and is portraying that by making whale sounds while they flap their hands in 

the air in a childish way. They sweep the scene and initiates that character again ... 

What do you do next?   

I would enter downstage and begin narrating "Although Moby Dick had taken human 

form, he was no match for Mr. Freeze's cousin, Bob Freeze. You see, Bob could 

encase any living being in ice using nothing but a stern glance!" Then glare at the 

player until he/she "freezes". Whether the player freezes or not, context can be used to 

defuse the situation by giving the audience a completely different set of assumptions 

about that character.

I would get them out of the scene by either sweeping again or tag editing them. 

Afterwards I would call a group meeting to discuss the inappropriate behavior that they 

were displaying with their offensive and inaccurate portrayal of a deaf or hard of 

hearing individual, and ways that we can all avoid such actions in the future.

I don't know. 

Teach them sign language, not real sign language of course but something (possibly 

silly) to change the way they communicate. Hopefully they will use that instead of the 

whale noises and arm flapping.

Enter as an Otolaryngologist for porpoises and give them a hearing aid, or something 

else to throw the character in a new direction.

If you're able to redirect their character in a way that doesn't keep the offensiveness 

going, do it.  If not, there's honestly no shame in editing a scene that makes people 

(audience and players) blatantly uncomfortable. 

Try and change the scene or leave.

I would do a scene were I translate their "signing" and also "sign" back to them while 

saying what I'm "signing". 



Since they are making whale sounds I would make the scene at a zoo or zoology class 

and the scene would probably be about observing whales and how to be more like 

them. However, if that doesn't work, I would self sweep to signal to them enough with 

that character and to move on. 

I'd block their action.  I know you're not supposed to do that but you're also not 

supposed to be a flaming dingleberry.  Something that forces them to change their 

character "Look, Jerry.  I know you think your whale impression is fantastic, but we're 

all getting sick of it.  

Add a consciously subversive element- be a sailor who believes to have either seen a 

whale or an island, call upon maybe someone else from the sidelines who hopefully will 

sign-on as a crew-member.

discuss it with them afterwards



You are about to begin a round of monologues, and you ask for something that has 

been in the news lately. The audience suggests whether Muslim women wearing hijabs 

should be forced to remove them at airport check points.....What do you do next? 

"Airport check points! Good! Thank you! Yeah, I remember when it was so much 

easier to get through them. You know, I have this wild notion that they've made check 

points so slow so that you'll spend more time at the airport and buy more of that 

overpriced airport stuff. Think about it. It's pretty convenient...you're stuck there in the 

gate with no choice but to pay 12 bucks for an Almond Joy and you can't leave 'cause 

there's an army of TSA agents brandishing blue gloves where you came in just waiting 

for you to come back through the line! You may have thought the first time through was 

long and uncomfortable, but the second time...heh, they're going to ask you to take off 

more than your hijab, buddy!" <Imaginary Mic Drop>

I choose to wait until another, much more appropriate topic is suggested by the 

audience, and if no one does suggest anything after a few moments then I would 

openly do a one away or a two away to diverge away from that topic and into 

something that is much more inclusive and accepted.

I give my monologue about a TSA experience that I have had, like one where I was 

mistaken for my 7 year old sisters mother when I was 13. 

(character monologues right?) Depends on my teams abilities. I would like to do them 

in a serious tone, and attempt to accurately portray the struggle of a women in that 

position or that of a Sikh man, trying to explain to airport security that hes not even 

Muslim.  

DO one of those one/two-away things. So, for example, go from Hijab, to Islam, to 

Persia, to Zoroastrianism, to fire. Boom! Start a monologue about fire... or at least that 

was my train of thought.

In general it's best to stay away from topics that put everyone in a state of unease. 

Topics like these can have everyone sitting on pins and needles. Garner another 

suggestion from the audience if multiple have been said.

Keep looking for suggestions

I would try to start a scene that would have to do about a family, no specific ethnicity, 

going on a vacation and having a really bad time at the airport. 



I would being a monologue about my experiences in different airports and telling which 

ones have the "nicer" TSA agents. I wouldn't even mention Muslim. Or I would go one 

a away and talk about my experiences on different airlines and the many different 

flights I've been on. Going that route tells the audience that "hey, we're gonna try and 

not be offensive here."

"Okay, great! Do we have any other suggestions?" and then take a few more and then 

pick one of the others.  Or mash a couple together and take that.

Well, it is an interesting question, and the airport is rich ground for monologues. The 

skits don't have to do anything with the idea, and the idea posed was kindly done so in 

the form of a debatable question and not as an affirmation. 

do a scene where you show the hijiabs do not lower saftey



You take the suggestion "Garden" and start a scene pushing a mower. Your scene 

partner joins you speaking in a thick Hispanic accent and tells you that you are cutting 

the lawn too quickly. What do you say next? 

"Juan, just stick to the Astrophysics and I'll handle the yardwork. Besides, don't have a 

rover to land on Neptune today?"

"Alright sir, I'll make sure to mow it slower from now on" with my regular voice to not 

join in in enforcing the stereotype, and then I would slowly move out of the scene to get 

it to a different scene.

"You're the one paying me by the hour, I figured you want it done fast." 

Fall into a heavy southern accent and say something like "I'm sorry mr. Hernandez, ill 

slow down" trying to flip the scenario. 

Reply as if they are your boss and you are working for them. It throws the whole power 

dynamic on its head.

"Gosh this Olympic training is TOUGH." 

"Hello Mr. O'Neil I see you have returned from your trip to Baja"

I would say, "I'm sorry Dad, I was just so excited that you're letting me mow our lawn all 

by myself."



Self edit. That's too much of a risky move and honestly, I rather not risk it with the 

audience. After the show/scene, I would go up to my scene partner and explain why I 

did the edit so soon, and explain that making that stereotype is not okay and to try their 

best next time to avoid that type of situation. I mean we're bound to offend someone at 

some point, but there'es common sense on, hey that's a stereotype we all know, and 

we all know that it isn't true. 

In my normal dialect just say something along the lines of "look, Hector, you've been 

running this company for a long time and I'm trying my best here... But you're the king.  

Of everything.  Mowing lawns, drinking beer, MMA... I just can't live up to your 

standards, man." Most people don't find things racist as long as the minority ends up in 

a position of power, especially over a white man like myself.  That can change the 

whole feeling of a scene.

That the lawn isn't being cut quick enough, or that to cut each blade of grass by hand is 

ludicrous. Or could the contract dictating the length of each blade of grass be procured, 

or "darn, was sure that this adjustable lawnmower was set at the right height." I guess 

the story could use some depth that would either explain the Hispanic accent or the 

need for the grass to be so short. (I guess the stereotype is averted because the idea 

is split between two people? And the cultures associated by the difference in ingrained 

characteristic are not in there stereotypical "economic position"- a comical twist.)

play it out discuss after



Please email kerry.leek@pcc.edu with your name and a picture or video 

of a hedgehog to get 10 points of extra credit
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